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INTRODUCTION 

1. Reasons for choosing research topic  
Building and developing people has always been strategies that the 

Communist Party of Vietnam has placed in its top priorities in the 
revolution process. Having accurately recognized people in our current 
society is the background to build strategies and policies, to choose 
leadership methodologies, to manage and organize effectively and 
reasonably its organization.  Consistently protecting and promoting the 
country’s good traditional values that have been formed during its historical 
development is one of tasks set to combat constantly and resolutely 
negative manifestations of some groups of people in today complicatedly 
changing society by the Party.  

The country’s history during the time of Ly- Tran dynasties is when 
Dai Viet made great progress in comparison to previous periods regarding 
politics, economics, military, culture and society. This period was the 
splendid time of Vietnam Buddhism development. Vietnamese culture in 
Ly - Tran dynasties has left cultural values including moral culture. 
Therefore, what is the relationship between Vietnamese Buddhism and the 
development under Ly- Tran dynasties? That is what this thesis focuses its 
studies on to understand the influences of Buddhism on thinking, internal 
affairs’ directions, governmental organizations and laws under the Ly - 
Tran dynasties. Based on that, the thesis is to explain the relationship 
between Buddhism and moral culture under Ly - Tran dynasties, to judge 
fairly the role of Buddhism in the prosperity of Ly - Tran dynasties during 
the development of country’s history. 

2. Research objectives and tasks 
2.1. Research objectives 
To study influences of Buddhism on moral culture under Ly - Tran 

dynasties (in building and protecting the country’s independence, self-
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control, development and the feudal regime, in establishing the rules’ 
personalities). Thus, to draw lessons learnt in building personal 
qualifications to our current national leaders. 

2.2. Research tasks 
- To carry out literature review of the thesis’s topic in order to 

determine theorical background, to define concepts and structure of moral 
culture, which acts as basis to study influential aspects. 

- To summarize an overview of Ly - Tran dynasties and Vietnamese 
Buddhism that emphasizes on achievements that the Ly - Tran dynasties 
gained in the country’s history.  

- To systematize, analyze, and evaluate the influence of Buddhism on 
moral culture under Ly - Tran dynasties 

- To confirm values of moral culture under Ly - Tran dynasties to 
stress historical lessons learnt from the influence of Buddhism on moral 
culture under Ly - Tran dynasties, which could be used in the process of 
building moral culture for our current state leaders. 

3.  Research subjects and scope 
3.1. Research subjects 
Vietnamese Buddhism in the Ly - Tran dynasties and its influences on 

moral culture in the Ly - Tran dynasties. 
3.2.  Research scope 
- Scope of content: Influences of Buddhism in the Ly - Tran dynasties 

are to be studied through moral culture under those dynasties and typical 
kings, mandarins and commanders. 

- Scope of materials: historical materials, works of literature and art, 
ancient bibliographies, cultural heritage of Buddhism, Vietnamese folklore, 
etc. 

4.  Research Basis and Methodologies 
4.1. Research Basis 
- Marxist philosophy‘s view of dialectical metarialism and historical 

metarialism. 
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- Thoughts and views of Hochiminh and  Vietnam Communist Party 
about inheriting cultural and moral values of religion 

- Internationl scholars’ objective and progressive views on philosophy, 
culture, religion, etc. 

4.2. Research methodologies 
• Research materials’ desk review 
• Interdisciplinary methods of cutural studies 
• Analysi and conclusive methods 
Besides, PhD candidate uses other methods such as historical 

approach, compare and contrast methods, logical and historical methods, 
etc. to sutdy as a supplemention to the above ones.  

5.  Contribution findings of the Thesis  
-   To generalize moral culture literature; To systematize influences of 

Buddhism on moral culture under the Ly - Tran dynasties. 
-  To evaluate positive influences of Buddhism on moral culture under 

the Ly - Tran dynasties; To confirm the role of Buddhism towards the 
national development under Ly - Tran dynasties. 

-  To draw lessons learnt on promoting positive factors of Buddhism 
towards current moral culture; Propose solutions to promote positive values 
of Buddhism in building moral and political culture, people and society 
today. 

-  To serve as reference materials for studying and teaching Buddhism and 
Vietnamese culture. 

6. Structure of the thesis 
Excluding the introduction, conclusion, references and indexes, the 

thesis includes 4 chapters:  
Chapter 1.  Literature review and theoretical background 
Chapter 2. Overview of Ly - Tran dynasties and Vietnamese 

Buddhism under the Ly - Tran dynasties 
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Chapter 3. Buddhist stamps on moral culture under the Ly - Tran 
dynasties 

Chapter 4. Historical lessons learnt from the influences of Buddhism 
on moral culture under the Ly - Tran dynasties on improving moral culture 
for our current state leaders 

 
Chapter 1 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND  
1.1. Literature review  
1.1.1. Works studying Vietnamese Buddhism and Buddhism in  

the Ly - Tran dynasties 
 Research works somewhat has mentioned political premises of Ly 

- Tran dynasties. Those are advantages that helps Buddhism thrive and  
Buddhism role be promoted in all aspects of social life.   

1.1.2.  Works studying morality of Buddhism 
 In general, many works have provided different concepts of 

Buddhism morality and basic contents of Buddhism morality and all 
conclude that the influences of Buddhism morality on improving social and 
human morality in Vietnam is deeply reflected.  

 1.1.3.  Works studying the relationship between Buddhism and 
moral culture under Ly - Tran dynasties 

Works that refer to thinking of entering the world and secluding from 
the world under Ly - Tran dynasties are very plentiful.  The PhD candidate 
is interested in research works, speeches that scientifically and objectively 
evaluates contributions of Buddhism under Ly - Tran dynasties towards the 
development of our country. 

1.1.4. Works studying moral culture 
Works studying moral culture are not many. Some authors mentioned 

some theoretical and factual issues of moral culture in the context of 
developing market economy in Vietnam currently. 
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1.1.5. Comments on works reviewed and issues need to be studied 
 There is no exclusively specialized works that studies influence of 

Buddhism in general and Buddhism under Ly - Tran dynasties towards 
moral culture under Ly - Tran dynasties.  

1.2. Theoretical background of the thesis 
1.2.1. Basic concepts 
1.2.1.1. Buddhism, Ly - Tran dynasties and influences of Buddhism 
• Buddhism under cultural perspective 
Buddhism is a religion that was established by Shakyamuni at the end 

of the 6th A.D. in India. It can be considered as social ideology (in 
philosophy) and cultural phenomenon (a sub culture) in anthropology, 
sociology and cultural studies. 

• Ly - Tran dynasties 
Dynasty is a noun referring to a period when a country is ruled by a 

series of rulers (kings) who are all from the same family. In history of 
Vietnam, Ly dynasty that existed from 1009 to 1225 with 9 kings, followed 
by Tran dynasty with 12 kings that had been existed for 175 years. 

• Influences of Buddhism 
Influence is an effect that could have result. Real evidence of one 

effect another is stamp (result, consequence) that left on other things. 
Specifically, stamps on Vietnamese Buddhism are shown in all elements of 
moral culture under Ly - Tran dynasties in this thesis. 

1.2.1.2.  Morality and moral culture 
• Morality 
In the oriental and Vietnamese thinking and culture, morality is 

considered as good natural moral standards - natural principles of 
philosophy that people must follow. The president Hochiminh confirmed 
that morality is part of culture. Morality was not only part of culture but 
also culture itself when it was “created” and “invented” by mankind “for 
their life’s goal and existence”. 

• Moral culture 
Moral culture is a component of social culture that reflects special 

characteristics and moral level of a community’s culture, which takes a very 
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important role in organizing and managing society (community) and in 
establishing personalities of the community’s members. It contributes to 
ensure community’s stable existence and welfare. 

1.2.2. Structure of moral culture 
 Structure of moral culture includes 4 components. The first is the 

system of philosophy and moral thinking; the second is the system of 
values, norms, models of morality; the third is moral practices; and the 
fourth is the system of external manifestations of moral culture (see the 
diagram). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
1.2.2.1. The system of moral thinking and philosophy 
 It is the system of viewpoints, conceptions that are philosophic, 

religious and political - social 
1.2.2.2. The system of values, norms, models of morality 
Moral values are basic principles, rules of behaviour relationship among 

people in a community that are suitable/ conformable to a certain moral 
philosophy. Norms are general standards or ideas guiding people to meet social 
requirements that are accepted and followed by individuals in the society 
through simple actions or morally judged to improve the unity of different 
groups in the community. Once norms are repeated continuously, they will 
become moral models, customs, and habits. 
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1.2.2.3. The system of moral practices  
It is a basic system of moral culture including regulations, institutions, 

actual abilities and behaviors of the moral culture’s subjects. 
1.2.2.4. The system of external manifestations of moral culture 
The system of external manifestations of moral culture includes 

symbolic tangible and intangible factors that express implicit contents of 
moral culture. 

1.2.3. Theories applied in the thesis 
In order to achieve objectives of the thesis, the PhD candidate uses the 

theory of structural functionalism as theoretical background to study issues 
of the thesis. 

 The theory of structural functionalism is involved with many 
researchers among those are A. Radcliffe - Brown, Bronislaw Malinowski 
and Talcott Parsons. All three agree to consider the theory of structural 
functionalism as an important tool to study culture and society. 

Moral culture under the Ly - Tran dynasties is studied as “a 
scientific object”, “an object”, and a subsystem in the cultural system 
where structures of moral culture are interacted appropriately to achieve 
values. The focus of the thesis is how moral culture existed in the Ly - 
Tran dynasties’ politicians under the effect of Buddhism? what are their 
thoughts and acts regarding power, law, maintenance, stability, and 
development of the country? etc. in the relationship with another factor 
of Dai Viet culture. 

Conclusion of chapter 1  
Starting from general studies of Vietnamese Buddhism and Buddhism 

under the Ly - Tran dynasties, studies of morality of Buddhism, and studies 
of Buddhism with moral culture under the Ly - Tran dynasties, the 
candidate recognizes that there is deep analysis of influences of Buddhism 
(thinking, tenets, morality), especially morality of Buddhism with the era 
and the dynasties of Ly - Tran. However, the analysis mentioned above is 
originated from various perspectives not completely originated from 
perspective of cultural studies. That means the researchers have not 
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considered the influence of Buddhism on moral culture under Ly - Tran 
dynasties systematically. (Moral culture is considered as a type, a sub 
culture with its own structure and specific characteristics).  

According to that, the thesis defines theoretical background and 
chooses appropriate theories to apply. 

 
Chapter 2 

OVERVIEW OF LY - TRAN DYNASTIES AND VIETNAMESE 
BUDDHISM UNDER LY - TRAN DYNASTIES 

2.1. Overview of the establishment and the role of Ly - Tran 
dynasties 

 At the end of Pre - Le dynasty, Ly Cong Uan with his talent and 
effort, care and consideration, who was supported by Hoalu court and 
people, took advantageous opportunity to receive and be transferred power 
to start building the Ly dynasty. From 1225, the Tran dynasty had replaced 
Ly dynasty to continue building and protecting the country. 
 2.1.1.  Strengthening the country’s independence and self - control in 
terms of politics and administrative affairs  

Ly Thai To’s decision in establishing the new capital ThangLong 
marked an outstanding progressive step of Ly dynasty and the country 
Daiviet. A consistent purpose of Ly Thai To as well as Ly dynasty and 
following dynasties was to establish the capital at the center of the country 
as a long - term and everlasting capital of the country. 

By opening a higher period of development of Daiviet, Tran dynasty 
highly evaluated themselves and identified the throne as the country. Right 
after its establishment, Tran dynasty could be able to stop troublous 
situations that started at the end of Ly dynasty, and to restore and strengthen 
the central government, to reorder politics, administrative affairs and law. 

2.1.2.  Economic development 
Thanks to the fact that Ly - Tran dynasties cared about agriculture and 

flood control, created good condition for widening roads, urban areas 
developing irrigation works and improving economy of trade, Ly - Tran 
dynasties gained achievements of agriculture, handicraft production and 
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others in the process of building the country. Therefore, Daiviet country had 
a various and complete economy that helps to develop the society and the 
culture  

2.1.3. Developing the country’s society and culture 
The society was divided in the direction of Chinese feudal that came 

from the period of Chinese domination. This social division was speeded up 
from the 11th to 14th century and formed main classes of the new society. 
Buddhism was evaluated utmost in this period. At the beginning of 11th 

century, Han script, Chinese characters, became the official characters, 
however, very few people were literacies. Based on Han script, Sino-
Vietnamese was formed. Math was used. Astronomy became an interested 
subject. This period is the time starred many cultural outstanding figures of 
the age and the country. 

2.1.4. Organizing resistances against the invaders to protect the 
country 

Protecting the country’s independence and self - control of the Ly - 
Tran dynasties via resistances in the country’s history proves the 
preeminence of the fact that Vietnamese rulers used “rule of virtue” to 
maintain the country’s stability and to develop their economy. This created 
the national solidarity of different people from aristocrat to the casual 
people, from the elderly to the youth, from imperial city to far - flung 
mountainous arears. They all participated in the people’s wars and achieved 
the victory. 

2.2. Vietnamese Buddhism and Buddhism under the Ly - Tran 
dynasties 

2.2.1. The enter of Buddhism into the Vietnamese’s life 
 Buddhism is abroad cultural phenomenon transmitted into Vietnam.  

It was perceived and applied to people’s life and had a certain contribution 
to the history of building and protecting the country.  Regarding the time 
when Buddhism entered Vietnam, in the Thien uyen tap anh (Collection 
Outstanding Figures of Zen Garden) writing about National Counselor, 
there is a detail that Queen Y Lan asked about Buddhism, which confirms 
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the early presence of Buddhism in Vietnam. Perceiving the spirit and 
theories of Buddhism, Buddhist followers in Vietnam desired to have their 
own Buddhism in the country. No matter which Buddhism schools they 
follow, they still follow Mahayana, Theravada or available schools in 
Vietnam and figure out the ways to perceive and practice sutras, vinyasa, 
abhidtharma similarly and differently. That can be called as Zen schools of 
Vietnam such as S. Vinitaruci, Vo Ngon Thong, Thao Duong, Truc Lam, 
Lam Te, Tao Đong and Lieu Quan.  

In the period of the 20th and the 21st century, Vietnamese people still 
perceive Buddhism with their tolerance and respect. Buddhist Sangha of 
Vietnam was formed in November 7th, 1981 after Vietnam’s Buddhist 
Convention organized in Tung Lam, Quan Su Temple in Hanoi. 

2.2.2. The process of development of Buddhism under the Ly - Tran 
dynasties 

 At different levels, Buddhism has implemented its tolerance and 
sympathy. This not only makes Buddhism become central part of political, 
cultural and social activities but also contributes to create the country’s 
typical characteristics in terms of culture, politics and nation in the period 
between the 11th and the 14th century. The decline of Buddhism from the 
second half of the 14th century is completely correspondent to laws of 
society when the religious ideology no longer had got the support of secular 
power. Royal Buddhism gradually stepped back to the common folks. 
Nevertheless, the harmonized spirit between Buddhism and the nation has 
always highlighted in the country’s history afterwards. 

Conclusion of chapter 2 
The era of Ly - Tran was associated with the country’s cause of 

restoration, independent development, self - control after a thousand year 
under China’s dominance and its cause of fighting to protect the 
independence and self - control and its brilliant feat of arms such as the 
victories of destroying Tong Chinese, fighting against Mongolian Nguyen 
and defeating Champa. The feudal class with paternal relations represented 
the nation that had positive views and development directions, the country’s 
positive culture that made its people interested and devoted to build and 
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protect the country and their lives. That is a good condition for the 
development of Buddhism and promotion of Buddhist role in all aspects of 
social life.  

The process of going abreast the nation gave Buddhism a lot of 
opportunities to contribute its effort in building and keeping the country. 
Many famous monks who has the rulers’ appointment had great political 
roles and influences on the progress of Vietnam history. Thao Duong 
School is a new Zen led by a hero king Ly Thanh Tong. Following this, Zen 
school Truc Lam Yen Tu that is the most famous Zen school with its open – 
minded and deep ideology, was formed. This Zen school with a lot of 
typical national characteristics were enlightened by King Tran Nhan Tong 
who abandoned imperial palace to go into a monastery. 

 
Chapter 3 

BUDDHISM STAMPS ON MORAL CULTURE  
UNDER THE LY - TRAN DYNATIES 

In this chapter, based on analyzing Buddhist stamps under Ly - Tran 
dynasties among other components of moral cultures, the thesis presents 
influences of Buddhism on moral culture under the Ly - Tran dynasties 

3.1. Buddhist stamps on elements of moral philosophy and 
ideology 

In the Ly - Tran dynasties, most governors are both followers - 
receivers and monks (mainly at home) - the subjects that expressed and 
promoted Buddhism effects on moral culture under these dynasties.  

3.1.1. Buddhist Stamps on moral philosophy  
The spirit “unification and harmony” of Buddhism at that time mixed 

with the beautiful aspiration of governors as “making the country last 
longer and their customs flourish” “people do not have to suffer misery 
(announced in Edict on the Transfer of the Capital of King Ly Cong Uan). 

Buddhism stamped classical extracts of Buddhism or governors’ moral 
discourse with Buddhism spirits on moral philosophies of the Ly - Tran 
dynasties. Furthermore, these stamps were expressed in all “great 
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industries” of two dynasties regarding domestic management and foreign 
affairs. That confirms the independence, self - control, self - strengthening 
of our country after three starting short dynasties Ngo - Dinh - Pre - Le.  

3.1.2.  Buddhist stamps on moral thinking   
 The contents of Buddhist thinking provides importance instructions to 

governors to manage the country and apply Buddhism dogmas to the real 
life and the real situation of Daiviet in a creative way. 

3.2. Buddhist stamps on values, norms, models of morality 
Many important kings in the Ly - Tran dynasties had belief, took a vow 

and conducted Buddhism practices. It could be said that standard norms, 
moral models in this period had achieved a new progress expressing the 
awareness of the sovereignty, the future and everlasting life of the country. 

3.3.  Buddhist stamps on moral practice 
3.3.1.  On institutions, principles and moral behaviors 
3.3.1.1.  On institutions, principles 
 In order to protect the territory, the Ly - Tran dynasties showed that 

they were both hard and soft, powerful and kind. To stabilize and develop 
the country, the Ly - Tran dynasties respected the morality of the state 
leaders. To deal with the early difficulties of choosing talented people, the 
group of royal sangha  - mandarins such as Van Hanh, Vien Thong, Nguyen 
Thuong, Tri Thien, Vien Chieu made a great contribution to propose ideas 
on building the apparatus of government and developing the country. 

3.3.1.2.  On behavior conducts  
 Moral behavior conducts with Buddhist spirit in the Ly - Tran 

dynasties shows that these dynasties treated both people and various 
religions - the spirit of person in a kind and tolerant way. The conducts 
evidence through the facts that the Ly - Tran dynasties respected and 
applied all religions and beliefs that could bring benefits to their people, 
society and country. 

3.3.2. On characteristics of typical governors 
On this part of the thesis, the PhD candidate mentions typical 

governors with two categories, i.e. the first was virtuous Kings or 
mandarins, commanders who made a great contribution to the country, the 
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people and the dynasties and the other was people who highly woship 
Buddhism, or being followers or monks. 

3.3.2.1. On the rulers’ personalities 
• Founder king Ly Cong Uan in Ly dynasty 
The king was descended from a Buddhist place and his name Cong 

Uan was given with Buddhist expectation of “embracing Buddhist religion 
and enclosing morality” (Uan in old Chinese means religious inclusion, 
moral spread, and means honorable man who has not reached his time, 
which is originated from the conception of 5 Uans in Buddhism). King Ly 
Thai To organized and developed society based on Buddhist spirits. He 
implemented the policy of “Rule of Virtue” on Buddhism’s standpoint (not 
only Confucianism) to establish a stable and united society in accordance 
with the spirit of everyone is willing to help and love one another, which 
provided firm ground for following dynasties. 

• Ly Thanh Tong - Saint King of Ly dynasty 
Ly Thanh Tong became the first forefather of Thao Duong Zen school 

on Buddhist ideology. Ly Thanh Tong made a great contribution to open 
and create typical characteristics of Vietnamese Buddhism such as being 
amicable, entering the real world and humanitarian that was developed to a 
higher level in Buddhism in Tran dynasty. 

• Tran Nhan Tong - The first king Buddha and the forefather of Truc 
Lam Zen school 

 Tran Nhan Tong, the lead of the dynastry, directly commanded the 
resistance against the Mongolian Nguyen in 1285 and 1288 and gained the 
victory. Tran Nhan Tong became a national hero. He was a pious Buddhist 
while he was being on the throne. Tran Nhan Tong had state of mind of a 
monk and a Buddhist Missionary when he founded Truc Lam (Bamboo 
Grove) Zen school that was the unification of Vo Ngon Thong Thang Long 
Zen school  and Yen Tư Zen School. This Zen school was a Zen school 
whose entering the real world had a close relationship with politics, culture 
and society. 
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3.3.2.2. On personalities of high - level mandarins and commanders  
• Ly Thuong Kiet 
Ly Thuong Kiet took an important role in making Buddhism prevail. 

Due to his glorious merits, Ly thuong Kiet was recorded as a preeminent 
hero who devoted his soul and his strength to the country’s independence 
cause at the beginning period of self- control. He is a famous general in the 
list of 14 top national heroes in Vietnam history, which was announced by 
the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism. 

• Tue Trung Legendary Master 
Having connected to be set free on Buddhism to Vietnamese culture 

through Tran Nhan Tong, Tue Trung had provided Buddhism in the Tran 
dynasty a spirit of being involved positively in resolving political 
requirements of the country. Tue Trung’s ideology of Zen studies made 
Vietnamese Buddhism have specific nuances.  

3.4. Stamps of Buddhism on external manifestations of moral 
culture 

Manifestations are factors that express internal contents of things or 
phenomenon, which could be seen easily by people’s intuition (visible, 
touchable, and sensible). In this part, the thesis mainly mentions tangible 
and intangible factors which create stamps of Buddhism on moral culture 
under the Ly - Tran dynasties. 

3.4.1. The system of tangible things 
Governors under Ly - Tran dynasties considered pagodas and temples 

as not only the place to worship Buddha, to practice asceticism, to teach 
moral philosophy to the people but also the place that took a certain 
important role in the security of the country. The system of external 
manifestations of moral culture at that time included pagodas that built 
under the supervising of the country’s governors. The name of these objects 
was given to attach to political institution of the country to praise the 
dynasties and kings’ merit. 

3.4.2. The system of intangible factors 
The stamps of Buddhism on the system of intangible factors of moral 

culture under the Ly - Tran dynasties are very plentiful and special. Firstly, 
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Buddhist legends, mythology, fairy tales related to politics have deep moral 
spirits.  Next, these are literature works of the country’s governors and Zen 
masters about the merit of Buddhism monks and nuns toward the Ly - Tran 
dynasties. The fact that the king Ly Thai To used concepts of morality of 
Buddhism to change the Sino - Vietnamese name Bang village of the place 
where Ly dynasty originated into Co Phap. King Ly Thanh Tong named his 
crown prince Ly Phat Ma (the horse of Buddha). His crown prince also had 
another name of Duc Chinh (implementing politics by virtue), which 
implied the Buddhist stamp on it. 

Especially, Ly dynasty brought the God Dong Co from Thanh Hoa to 
the capital and built the temper to worship him in Buoi ward.  Every year 
they maintained the royal swear on April 4th.  Though, the custom of 
swearing did not originate from Buddhism legend, its political moral spirit 
which influenced by Buddhism was maintained by the governors. These 
shown the tolerance of Buddhism morality or external intangible factors of 
moral culture under the Ly - Tran dynasties were very wide and deep. 
Festivals, games, or plays organized by the royal family such as Quang 
Chieu lantern festival in the royal palace or temples’ festivals have their 
Buddhist stamps towards a welcoming spirit to the religion and safety to its 
people. 

Conclusion of the chapter 3  
Chapter three analysed great  and plentiful influences of Buddhism on 

the whole moral culture under the Ly - Tran dynasties (from moral 
philosophy to its external manifestations). Especially Buddhist stamps were 
highlighed by figures with typical moral personalities under the two 
dynasties. Their personalities had clear moral stamps of Buddha. This 
confirms the truth of morality that Nguyen Trai, the national hero and the 
great cultural figure summarized that “eliminate somethings inhumane, 
greedy and brutal/  Becoming human dignity, having good knowledge and 
will,  being  heroes” (Beyond the Court Gate, no. 132). 

Certaintly, under  the Ly - Tran dynasties not only the governors of 
two dynasties (maily at the early period) were imbued with Buddhist 
morality but also the whole society was influenced by Buddhist spirits. The 
400 - year glorious restoration cause of the country was not built only by 
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those dynasties but also the whole people and armed forces. (including the 
half who were Buddhist followers).  

 
Chapter 4 

HISTORICAL LESSONS LEARNT FROM THE INFLUENCES OF 
BUDDHISM ON MORAL CULTURE UNDER THE LY - TRAN 

DYNASTIES ON THE ISSUE OF BUILDING MORAL CULTURE 
FOR OUR CURRENT STATE LEADERS 

After studying the influences of Buddhism on moral culture under Ly - 
Tran dynasties with its positive effects, PhD candidate has recognized that it 
is essential to draw lessons learnt for today. The reason is that there are 
similarities between our age and the Ly - Tran dynasties regarding tasks of 
building and protecting the country and building the human culture in which 
moral culture of the state leaders needs to be built first. 

4.1. The background of perceiving lessons learnt from the 
influences of Buddhism on moral culture under the Ly - Tran dynasties 

4.1.1. Values of the moral culture under the Ly - Tran dynasties  
The period of Ly - Tran dynasties was the restoration of local ancient 

Viet culture in the period of native Van Lang - Au Lac on the background 
of restoration of the country’s independence and keeping the country’s 
sovereignty firmly via the victories of Daiviet’s resistance against Tong and 
Mongolian Nguyen. The status of political independence led awareness of 
cultural independence.  The patriotism, the national spirit, the awareness of 
looking back for people’s origin were very clear in the culture under the Ly 
- Tran dynasties based on values of moral culture. 

•  A firm background of the process of building and keeping the 
country, fighting to protect the territorial integrity, “fighting Tong and 
winning Champa”, winning Mongolian Nguyen three times established the 
powerful Daiviet with its typical, independent, creative culture suitable to 
natural rules 

• The governors of the Ly - Tran dynasties knew to improve their 

morality, used Buddhism as their foundation to rely on people, to consider 

their people as their origin. The relationship between the kings and their 
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subordinates was harmonious in the unity of morality and laws. This unify 

was the traditional values of this period. 

• Besides the positive values of Buddhism in general and Buddhism 

culture, there are certain limitations. Hence, the positive elements need to 

be promoted to create peace, tolerance in people’s mind and behavior and 

other positive methods to help Buddhism avoid being exploited, especially 

for political purposes. 

• The degradation of morality under the period of “ending Ly 

dynasty” and the period of “bad luck Tran dynasty” was both a reason and 

consequence for the degradation and ruin of the Ly - Tran dynasties. This 

was a lesson learnt that these dynasties and the whole country had to pay 

the penalty for in the history. We should not rest on our laurels and use 

glorious past to defend the present. 

The lessons learnt above still have their values in our age. Despite the 

degradation is the rule of every dynasty, people still can avoid it. 

4.1.2. The need to “review the past, know the present” 

Culture always plays a very important role in the cause of building a 

country. In the current period, building moral culture embraces more and 

more significant and urgent meanings. Traditional values are precious; 

however, a question is that how these values become useful to our current 

life. 

The culture or the culture of each community, each country in any age 

is foundation of spirit for existence and development of the country 

(including moral culture). A lesson can be learnt is that external ideology of 

politics, morality and religion needs to be internalized, traditionalized in the 

process of being interacted, acquired and changed to become the products 

of the country. Then they could become the spirit foundation of the country 

and internal strength of the nation.  
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4.2. Application of the Ly - Tran dynasties’ experience in building 
moral culture for our current state leaders 

4.2.1. School of thoughts of Hochiminh, the Party and the country 
on inheriting, promoting moral values of religions  

4.2.1.1. Hochiminh’s school of thoughts  
The president Hochiminh indicated that for religious followers, their 

religious belief, patriotism is not opposite to each other. Religions could 
only confirm themselves when they were loved by people in the country 
and useful for them.  The nation of Vietnam on the way of developing must 
know how to exploit, filter cultural values and humanity of religions and 
know how to inherit and implement values of culture and religions. For 
Buddhism, the president Hochiminh wished as he said in his letter sent to 
the third Buddhist Sangha of Vietnam’s convention on September 28th, 
1964 that “I expect that our Buddhist followers are going to follow’s 
Buddha’s teaching that is to bless and give joy to the living or sentient, 
selfless, unselfish is all for everyone’s interest and no individualism”. 

4.2.1.2. The school of thoughts of the Party and the state 
The school of thoughts of the Party and the state 
Right at the beginning of the foundation, the Party has been cared 

about religions. The Party’s new views of religions have been added and 
completed gradually through terms of congress of the Party. The Party 
specified that to promote the strength of the great unification, we must unify 
people including the important role of our religion patriots. The 12th 
congress of The Party continue specified that “upholding good cultural 
values of religions”, implementing the unification of ordinary citizens and 
religious followers. Based on the spirit to consider religions and beliefs as 
not only purely the issue of spiritual life but also the issue of culture, 
morality and lifestyle, our party considered religions as a component of our 
culture and have their values that could be perceived in the task of building 
the new society. 
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4.2.2. Perceiving Buddhism spirit on socio- moral culture 
The morality of Buddhism under the Ly - Tran dynasties had a 

significant influence on today people’s personalities. The contents of 
Buddhist ideology provided important instructions to thinkers and 
governors of the Ly - Tran dynasties about managing the country and 
applying creatively Buddhism dogmas in the real life. 

The existence of Buddhism among religions in Vietnam means 
maintaining our culture. To study cultural heritage of Buddhism, we must 
mention values of moral culture. The morality of Buddhism is shown in the 
outlook of Buddhism as mentioned above. That is represented on the 
purpose of bringing happiness, peace and contentment to people with the 
principle of self- making effort, being merciful, exemplary and religious. 
Therefore, prohibitions in Buddhism include deep values of morality and 
humanity.  

4.2.3. The interest of building moral culture for our current state 
leaders 

The group of leaders includes leaders who have good knowledge and 
can use their power to persuade people follow them in the implementation 
of their ideas. Leaders need to be talented and to have good virtuous 
characters. 

Regarding building and developing culture and people, the 12th 
congress emphasized that all levels and sectors must have sufficient and 
deep awareness of the importance role of culture and humanity; must 
implement and achieve the goal of building comprehensive Vietnam culture 
and complete Vietnamese people toward the truth - the honesty - the beauty, 
being imbued with the national, humane, democratic and scientific spirits. 
Our ancestors’ lessons of perceiving the values of Buddhism in moral 
culture from a certain period of history helps us know more about the good 
values of Buddhism because under the dynasties, kings, mandarins, 
commanders were imbued the thinking of Buddhism. People in the Ly - 
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Tran dynasties especially, in the royal families had “instructions” from the 
outlook of Buddhism for managing and operating the country. Most kings 
followed Buddhist dogmas to improve their behaviors. They had devotional 
lives and loved their subordinates and people. In this process, typical good 
personalities were formed in the glorious age. That reflects the important 
role of Buddhism in educating and training people to be talented and have 
good virtuous characters. This lesson is valuable for building personalities 
of the state officers, the party members and the public servants today. 

Choosing officers: talented people or relatives is an issue being raised. 
In fact, many officers at high level and at grass roots level recommended 
their relatives to different positions in organizations at all levels. In order to 
have a group of leaders who embrace Hochiminh’s morality, “have good 
virtuous characters”, and “be talented”, the Party need to have a great 
determination.  

The second important issue relates to improving behaviors of the 
leaders. The issue raised right now is that officers need to understand 
themselves what is right, what is wrong, how to respect themselves and to 
have a sense of shame. That is not only the issue of being self - aware of 
politics but also the issue of governors’ virtuous characters. The lesson that 
kings and mandarins under the Ly - Tran dynasties were enlightened by 
Buddhist morality and imbued with the thinking of Confucian deities 
(Confucianism) taught us the samples of good virtuous characters. 

The story that mandarin To Hien Thanh did not follow the 
recommendation of the Queen to nominate Vu Tan Duong who was the 
queen’s relative to be his replacement (because that man was not a real 
talent. He used to try his best to win To Hien Thanh’s heart with the hope of 
being nominated by To Hien Thanh) represents that To Hien Thanh, was 
very lucid, pure and upright and vulnerable. Hung Dao Dai Vuong Tran 
Quoc Tuan evaluated the personality or the sense of shame of an aristocrat, 
a general or a governor higher than the power and wealth belonging to finite 
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things of a person. For him, personality or the sense of shame of a PERSON 
(in capital letter), a state leader is noble, holy and permanent. 

The period of doi moi (reform) established foundation for the 
development of the country, however, it affected political morality and 
created hedonistic and pragmatic lifestyle etc. The state leaders need to say 
and to implement at the same time, to be a good example in terms of 
morality and lifestyle; Regarding improving revolutionary morality, they 
need to do both “building and fighting”; they must improve their morality 
behaviors in their whole lives. If we do that, we can complete political 
moral culture in our modern culture with its own typical national characters. 

4.2.4. To overcome shortages in inheriting the influences of 
Buddhism on the moral culture nowadays 

Here, the thesis would like to mention the solution used to overcome 
shortages in inheriting the influences of Buddhism on our moral culture 
nowadays but not discuss shortages of Buddhism (if any). That is 
someone’s hypocrisy in the society. They make used of Buddhism 
(thinking, moral spirit) to cheat communities in order to gain their own 
benefits. That is said in Vietnamese proverbs such as “A honey tongue, a 
heart of gall” of certain groups in the society. Among these kinds of people, 
there are significant number of the state officers, Party members, public 
servants who are degraded in terms of ideology, morality and lifestyles as 
mentioned in documents of the Party 

The second is that we need to solve an issue of growing number of 
monks and nuns. This phenomenon attracted a certain concern of people in 
our society. These people’s behaviors are like a paradox with Buddhism 
practices under the Ly - Tran dynasties. At that time, many real aristocrats 
(as Ly kings, Tran kings and their high - level mandarins) volunteered to 
renounce their high - ranking position to live a very simple life of monks 
and nuns. Therefore, we need to think twice if we criticize Buddhism under 
the Ly - Tran dynasties. Nguyen Tai Thu commented that the Confucians at 
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that time had criticized Buddhism to specify the consequences and evils 
caused by Buddhism on our real lives and Buddhism’s bad influences on 
the progress of the society. 

Above are both lessons learnt and issues that are worth thinking of and 
need to be discussed while studying the topic of the thesis. 

Conclusion of Chapter 4 
According to what we learnt from the lessons of Buddhism toward 

moral culture under the Ly - Tran dynasties, we recognizes that Buddhism 
with its positive values is always an effectively supporting force to the 
cause of building and protecting the independence of the country, fighting 
the invasion and assimilation of foreign countries, to become one of the 
motivations to develop the society. Buddhism influences not only on moral 
culture under the Ly - Tran dynasties but also on political moral culture in 
this age. 

To promote positive influence of Buddhism on Vietnam culture today, 
we need to improve our awareness of inheriting and promoting the role of 
Buddhism based on the views of the president Hochiminh and the 
Communist Party of Vietnam, to promote the positives and limit the 
shortages to build new generations. It is necessary to think and discuss to 
perceive Buddhism’s good thinking and morality, to promote activities 
which are Buddhist culture in social life, especially building the current 
moral culture as mentioned in this chapter of the thesis. 

 
CONCLUSION 

1. The entering progress of Buddhism into the Vietnamese lives passed 
in different periods of history. Each period had its own politic, economic, 
social and cultural features; however, they all made their indirect or direct 
contributions to the establishment of living and practice conceptions for 
Vietnamese people. 
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Outlook of Buddhism that was not hard with its dogmas but very 
open-minded and friendly influenced and went deeply into Vietnamese 
spirits by its principles suitable to lives in Vietnam. Having associated with 
the country’s history, Buddhism is absorbed deeply into the Vietnamese 
culture and is suitable to the life and spirit of the Vietnamese because of its 
mental values. It contributed to creating a Vietnamese culture with its own 
typical national features. 

2. The Ly - Tran age as studied above, was the time marking the 
glorious development of Buddhism in Vietnam with achievements in all 
aspects, among which stands out are stability and development of the 
country. The stamp of “Rule by virtue” was recorded from the 
achievements. In cultural perspective, moral culture under the Ly - Tran 
dynasties escaped from the monarchical autocratic frame, went much closer 
to the Vietnamese’s casual lives thanks to humanitarian values and 
achievements of building the country and the victories of protecting and 
self-controlling of the country. 

Moral culture was the concrete manifestation of cultural values. 
Buddhist thinking of mercifulness, rule of causes and effects, and rule of 
predestined affinity with their great influence on the spirit life of the 
Vietnamese were suitable to good traditional values from early days of the 
establishment of the country from Hung King such as unification, 
helpfulness, loves towards others. 

3. The Ly - Tran age provided us huge assets that each Vietnamese is 
upholding to promote and create many exploits in the new age. In the 
context, moral culture of people who have power of running the country is 
influenced by Buddhism. Though Buddhism in Vietnam went through 
glorious periods and degraded periods gained importance position and had 
positive contributions to the Vietnamese. 

4. In the modern days, people’s lives are materially improved and 
along with it, degradation of moral values appear. Participating into the 
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process of international integration, Vietnam has both great opportunities 
and challenges. To complete our tasks, it is a core that each and every 
Vietnamese should be improved comprehensively and have a good 
personality. We must study not only technologically scientific knowledge 
but also knowledge of humanities. The humanities help us know what 
human being is, how people have got their nature, the way to make 
objective and scientific judgments regarding the influences, the position and 
the role of Buddhism in our culture and history; look at the reflections of 
Buddhism to recognize clearly shortages to limit, resolve them and find the 
positives and usefulness for maintaining and developing. The decisive 
factors of sustainable and rapid developments of the country is that we need 
promote the internal power and the national strength and external power 
and strength of the era as well.  

5. With the contents carried out above, from literature review, 
theoretical background, methodologies, studying the Ly - Tran dynasties 
with influence of Buddhism on moral culture, the thesis provides some 
lessons learnt and solutions for promoting good values of Buddhism in a 
specific period. PhD candidate hopes the thesis will provide a certain 
knowledge of Buddhism and Buddhism culture then contribute to follow 
and implement the Party’s current view of promoting moral cultural values 
of Buddhism in general and religion. 

The influence of Buddhism on moral culture under the Ly - Tran 
dynasties reflecting clearly the features of Buddhism, religions and beliefs 
in Vietnam help us understand an important aspect of our country’s history 
of culture and thinking. From positive contributions, the position of 
Buddhism is strengthened gradually. A new ear is open with challenges in 
the integration and development process. With Buddhism spirit and 
progressive thinking of religions in general, the culture of Vietnam will 
have more strength in the process of keeping and promoting the national 
typical features of the culture. That is what we all expect.  
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